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Abstract
This work has three purposes. The first one is to prove unobstructedness of deforma-
tion of pseudoholomorphic curves with cusps and tacnodes. We show that if the first
Chern class of a 4-dimensional symplectic manifold is sufficiently positive then the
deformation is unobstructed. We prove this result when the curves have cusps and
nodes, not in a prescribed position. We also prove a similar result when the curves
have cusps and tacnodes in a prescribed position with a prescribed tangency and in
addition nodes, not in a prescribed position.
The second part of this work deals with the local symplectic isotopy problem for
cuspidal curves. Let B be the unit ball in R4 with the standard symplectic form wst.
Let J0 be a wst-tame almost complex structure.
Let Co c B be a connected J-holomorphic curve in B with a isolated singularity
at 0 E B and without multiple components. Assume in addition that the boundary
OCo is smoothly embedded.
We prove that any two connected, reduced pseudoholomorphic curves in B, with
the same number of irreducible components, the same number of nodal points and at
most one ordinary cusp point, both sufficiently close to Co, are symplectic isotopic to
each other.
The third part of this work deals with the global symplectic isotopy problem.
As an application of unobstructedness of deformation, we show that any irreducible
rational pseudo-holomorphic curve in CP2 of degree d, with only nodes and m ordinary
cusps as its singularities, is symplectic isotopic to a holomorphic curve as long as
d > m.
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Chapter 1
Introduction.
One of the aims of this work is to know under which conditions we have an un-
obstructed deformation theory for singular pseudoholomorphic curves inside a 4-
dimensional symplectic manifold (X, w).
The results known in this direction are the following. Hofer, Lizan and Sikorav
in [Ho-Li-Si] proved unobstructedness in the smooth case. Barraud in [Bal] proved;'.
unobstructedness in the singular case but when the position of the cusps, tacnodes
and the complex structure on the Riemann surface are all fixed. In this paper we
improve Barraud's result in two directions. First we always allow the almost complex
structure on the Riemann surface to vary, leading to an improved result. Second we
allow the position of the nodes and cusps to move.
The strategy of the proof is the following. In chapter 2 we recall some basic
facts and introduce some notations. In chapter 3 we identify the obstruction to the
deformation theory along pseudoholomorphic curves in the homology class [C]. We
show that if cl(X) [C] > 3m the deformation is unobstructed along curves with
m ordinary cusps and r nodal points. Here we do not prescribe the position of the
cusps or of the nodes. In chapter 4 we do the same but in this case we prescribe the
position of the ordinary cusps allowing the nodes to move. We obtain in this case
as well that the deformation is unobstructed as long as cl(X) [C] > 3m. Finally,
we also prove that deformation is unobstructed when in addition we ask for the
curves to pass through n marked points if c (X). [C] > 3m + n, in both cases when
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we prescribe the position of the cusps and when we don't. In chapter 5 we prove
unobstructedness for the case when we have m cusps points in prescribed positions
and prescribed tangencies and in addition v tacnodes also in prescribed positions and
with prescribed tangencies. We show that the deformation is unobstructed as long as
cl (X). [C] > 4m + 4v.
In chapter 6 we recall standard facts about the cycle topology.
In chapter 7 we solve the local symplectic isotopy problem for the case of curves
with one cusp and nodes, nearby a fixed curve with one isolated singularity. The
result known so far are due to Shevchishin, in [Shl] and [Sh3], where he solves the
local symplectic isotopy problem for nodal curves.
We follow a strategy similar to that of Shevchishin in [Sh3], which is the following.
First we show that we can reduce to the case when the fixed curve is holomorphic.
Then we show that we can deform the nearby curves with one cusp and nodes to
holomorphic curves, also with one cusp and nodes. We then use known results for
the holomorphic case to conclude that the curves must be symplectic isotopic.
Finally in chapter 8, we discuss the global symplectic isotopy problem. Previous
known results are due to Gromov in [Gr] for curves in CP2 of degree 1 and 2 and
for degree 3 curves by Sikorav in [Sk3]. They show that any two such curves in CP2
of the same degree are symplectically isotopic. In [Sh3], Shevchishin extends these
results for smooth curves of degree less or equal than 6. Siebert and Tian in [Si-Ti]
show that any smooth curve of degree less or equal than 17 is symplectic isotopic to
a holomorphic curve. All this cases deal only with smooth curves. For nodal curves,
the known results are due to Shevchishin in [Shl], for low genus curves in CP2 or CP2
blown up in one point or S2 x S2. The natural question to ask is what happen when
we have worst singularities, namely ordinary cusps.
We use the unobstructedness result to show that any irreducible rational pseudo-
holomorphic curve of degree d in C 2 , with only nodes and m ordinary cusps as its
singularities is symplectic isotopic to a holomorphic curve, as long as d > m.
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Chapter 2
Basic facts and definitions.
Let (X, w) be a symplectic 4-manifold. That is, X is a 4-dimensional manifold
equipped with a closed nondegenerated two-form w, i.e., dw = 0 and w2 # 0. From
now on we fix (X, w).
We denote by Jx the space of w-tamed almost complex structures on X. From
now on, all the almost complex structures on X that we will consider will be of class
Ct, with sufficiently large. If J E. J then
TjJ = {I C~e'(X, End(TX)) : JI + IJ = 0} = Cta(X, A'l1X 0 TX).
2.1 The Teichmiiller space.
Let S be a connected oriented 2-dimensional manifold of genus g. As before, denote
by Js the space of (necessarily integrable) complex structures on S of class C~,a.
Let Tg denote the Teichmiiller space. This is the space of marked complex struc-
tures on S. It is well known that this is a complex manifold of dimension
0 if g = 0;
dimc =T9 1 if 9g = 1;
3g - 3 if g > 2.
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Lemma 1. The following holds:
i) There is an immersion Tg c-, Js;
ii) The tangent space to Tg at E T9 is canonically isomorphic to HI(S, TS),
where S is equipped with the structure Js(r).
Remark 1. The product S x Tg admits a (non-unique) complex structure JsxT 9 such
that the natural projection rT: S x - T is holomorphic. Therefore for any r E
TUg, the identification S - S x {r} induces the complex structure Js(r) = JSXT 9, ISX{1}
on S. Moreover, for any complex structure Js on S there is a unique r E Tg and a
diffeomorphism f of S homotopic to the identity such that Js = f*Js(,r).
Fix such a structure JsxTg. Then we obtain an immersion Tlg - Js given by
·T Js(r).
Using this, we identify. ¶gwith its image in Js.
Let G be the group of holomorphic automorphisms. of S x Tg preserving the
projection onto 1g. Then
PGL(2, C) for g = 0,
G= Sp(2,Z)D T2 forg=1,
discrete for g > 2;
Moreover, TeG - H°(S, TS) canonically.
2.2 Moduli space of pseudoholomorphic curves.
Let Js E Js, J E Jx and u: S - X. We say that u is a (Js, J)-holomorphic map
(or simply pseudoholomorphic) if
J o du = du o Js.
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Fix a homology class [C] E H2(X, Z) and define
C := {u E Lk'P(S, X) : u(S) E [C]}.
Here k, p are fixed such that we have an embedding Lkp , C2. Define
MJ = {(u, Js) E Cx TgI du + J o duo Js = O, u is generically injective}
There is a natural action of G on MIJ given by
(u, JS) .g := (u O g9, g*(Js)).
Define the total moduli space of parameterized pseudo-holomorphic curves as
Mj := M/G.
2.3 The Gromov operator.
Fix a symmetric connection V on TX, i.e., VxY - VyX = [X, Y].
Let u E C. Denote by E := E, the pull-back tangent bundle u*TM. By construc-
tion, E has a natural complex structure given by u*J.
Differentiating the equation du + J o du o Js = 0 we obtain that a vector (v, Js)
is tangent to MJ at the point (u, Js) if it satisfies the following equation
Vv + J o Vv o Js + (VVJ) o (du o Js) + J o du o Js = 0.
Define complex Banach bundles £ and 8' over C x Tg by
£(us) := Lkp(S, E)
and
£(,J)- = Lk-l'P(S, A°,1S E) := Lk-oj(S, E)
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These bundles are C" - l' smooth. Let D := D be the Gromov operator, i.e, the
Ct-1 smooth I-linear homomorphism
Du: Lk'P(S, E) , Lk-lp(S, A0'lS 0 E),
given by the formula
Du(v) = Vv + J o Vv o Js + (VvJ) o (du o Js).
We can decompose the Gromov operator Du into its J-linear and J-antilinear
parts. Define
auv = [Dv - J o Du(Jv)],
R,(v, ) = [Duv + J o Du(Jv)].
.,
'Then
Du= u + R.(;,),
where X is J-linear and R((.,-) is J-antilinear.
We call &5 the 8-operator of the J-holomorphic curve u. One can show that R,
is a continuous J-antilinear operator from EU to A°'S 0 EU of order 0, satisfying
R o du = 0. In fact, Ru(v, ~) = 2N(v, du(6)) where N is the torsion vector of J (the
Nijenhuis torsion tensor).
It is an easy exercise to show that the Gromov operator Du does not depend on
the choice of the connection V, if u is J-holomorphic.
2.4 Transversality and the vanishing theorem.
Let r be the section of £' defined by r(u, Js, J) = du+ JoduoJs. Then MJ = r-(O).
One can show that r is transverse to the zero section for generic J (see e.g.
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[McD-Sa]) and therefore MJ is a manifold with tangent space at (u, Js)
T(,,Js)MJ = {(v, Js) : Dv + J o duo Js = 0}.
Transversality will automatically hold for all J if cl(M). [u(S)] > 0 as a conse-
quence of the next Theorem. Indeed D induces an operator
DN: Lk,p(S, N) ) Lk-l,p(S, A0,1N)
of the form stated in the theorem, where N is the normal bundle to the curve u.
Moreover, one can show that the surjectivity of the linearization of r is equivalent to
the surjectivity of DN. The result now follows from the adjunction formula.
Theorem 2 (Vanishing theorem). [Ho-Li-Si] Let S be a closed Riemann surface
of genus g and L a holomorphic line bundle over S. Assume L is equipped with a
differential operator D of the form D = I0 + R with R E L (S, HomR(L, A" IS ® L)).
If cl (L) < 0 then D is injective. If cl (L) > 2g - 2 then D is surjective.
2.5 Moduli space of pseudoholomorphic singular
curves.
Let m E N. Consider the generalized diagonal
Am := {(Z ... , Zm) E Sm 3i 78 j, zi = zj}.
Define
M J,= (u J, ) E M (S \ m) I du(zi) = O V i = 1,,m
the space of pseudo-holomorphic curves with m cusp points. Then
T(,JS,z)MJ,cusp -- {(V, Js, ) E T(u,j$,j)MJ x TzSmlVv(zi) ± Vidu = -V i} .
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There is a natural action of G on MJ,,,,,, defined by
(u, Js, z) g = (u o g, g*(Js), 9-l).
We denote by MJ,,,,u = MJ,,up/G the corresponding quotient space.
The projection
{(u, J, , J) E C X T x (Sm \m) x J: (, J, ) E MJ,CUSP}7T: ) JG
is Fredholm of index
indR = 2(cl(E) + g - 1 - m).
Let o(u, Js, z) = du + J o du o Js so that MJ,CUSP = a-l(0). Then at all points
where the linearization of or is surjective, MJ,Cusp is a smooth manifold of dimension
dimR. ,Lsp = 2(c1(E) + g - 1 -- ).
i ;
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Chapter 3
Unobstructedness of deformation
of cuspidal curves.
3.1 Identification of the obstruction.
Our goal is to study under which conditions, given a fixed J E Jx, we have an
unobstructed theory of deformation of J-holomorphic curves with m ordinary cusp
points, r nodal points and no other singularities. Any such curve is the image of
a map u: S -, X which is immersed outside m distinct points zl,..., Zm where
du(zi) = 0. Deformations which preserve the existence of non-immersed points will
automatically have ordinary cusps and nodes as their only singularities. This implies
that in the discussion that follows we can concentrate exclusively on the cuspidal
points and forget about the nodal points.
Let u : (S, Js) , (X, J) be a pseudoholomorphic map, with Js E g. Consider
a n-tuple (z,..., Zm) E Sm \ Am with u(zi) an ordinary cusp. What we want to know
is when can we deform u to a nearby pseudoholomorphic curve u': (S, Js) - (X, J)
and (zl, ... , m) to a nearby n-tuple (z', ... , zm) E Sm \ Am with u'(z') an ordinary
cusp.
Let
AO,IEz = {w E Lk-l'P(S, AO,1E)Iw(zi) = 0}.
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This is a bundle over
{(u, JS, z) E C X T9 x (S \ m )lIdu(z) = 0}.
Let ac be the section of A°0 l E_ z defined by ac(u, Js, z) = du + J o du o Js. By
definition, MJ,cusp = a 1-l(0)/G. As before we want to study the linearization of the
section ac and show it is surjective.
Denote by
N = u*(TM)/du(TS)
the quotient sheaf. Then
XV = N A/SMng,
where N is the normal bundle and /sing = zEsCordzdu is a discrete sheaf, whose
support is the set of critical points of u.
Let
EC.:= { (v, ) .E LkP(S, E): x TSVv(z,) + Vi,du = O, i} .
Notice that since du(zi) = 0, the condition Vv(zi) + Vtdu = 0 does not depend
on the choice of connections.
Define
C,: EC X Tjs T g - A0 ' 1E - Z
by
Oc(v, i, Js) = Dv + J o duo Js,
where D is the Gromov operator defined previously. Our goal is to show that X is
surjective. This is the obstruction to the deformation.
The map c, is well-defined, i.e, Dv(zi) + J o du o Js(zi) = 0. In fact,
Dv(zi) + J o du o Js(zi) = Vv(zi) + J o Vv(zi) o Js
= Vv(zi) + J o Vv(zi) o Js + Vtdu + J o V2,du o Js = 0
18
.
since
V du + J o Vidu o Js = Vji(du + J o duo J) = 0.
3.2 The normal sheaf with cusps and the induced
Gromov operator.
Let du denote the map
du: Lk,p(S, TS) , Ec
defined by
du(v) := (du(v), -v(z),...,- v(z)).
Denote by
EC
du(Lkp(S, TS))
the quotient. It follows immediately that
{V E LkP(S, E) IVv(z) = 0}
du(Lk(S, TS_))
where TS_z denotes the sheaf whose sections are those w E F(TS) which vanish at
zi.
Denote by p both the projections
p: EC Ac
and
There is an induced operator
DN :V'c ) Ao°lE_z/du(LkP(S, Ao1S))
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p: AO'E_z ) Ao,'E-,du(L kp (S, Ao'S)).
defined by
po Dv = DAC op.
3.3 Surjectivity of the induced Gromov operator.
Our goal in this section is to show that surjectivity of DIc implies surjectivity of c.
Lemma 2. Assume DNr is surjective. Then 5c is surjective.
Proof. Let w E A °'lE _ z . Then there exists (v, i) E Ec such that
El"c(p(v, )) =p(w).
This means that p(Dv) = p(w).
If g = 0 since 0 is surjective on TS then I)v-w = - -.. o du(a0) for some
vector field ~ on S. Since Do du = duo 0 then D() -t du(JsC)) = w. Therefore
:c((Uv, , 0) + du(Js)) = .
If g > 1 it is no longer true that 8 is surjective. But since TjsTg g H'(S,TS)
then Dv - w = -J o du(Js) - J o du(O) for some Js E TJTg and some vector field
on S. We then have qc((v, , Js) + du(Js6)) = w. ]
This shows it is enough to prove that DAc is surjective.
3.4 The bundle NC.
Define
Nc = N ® 0(-2z).
Notice that Nc is a holomorphic bundle over S. Moreover, we can identify its
local holomorphic sections with those of N which vanish up to order 2 at zi for all
i=1,...,m.
There is an induced operator DNC : F(NC) - r(S, AO,S® NC), as it follows from
next lemma.
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Lemma 3. D induces the operator
DN : Lk,p(S, NC) Lk-lp(S, AO,1S NC)
which is of the form DNc = Nc + RNC, where ONc the Cauchy-Riemann operator
corresponding to the natural holomorphic structure in Nc and
RNC E L'(Homc(NC, AOlS 0 NC)).
Proof. Fix local holomorphic coordinates (i on S, each centered at the corresponding
marked point zi. Observe that v E Lk'P(S, N) with j(1 )v(zi) = 0 belongs to Lk'P(S, NC)
if and only if locally near each zi it has the form v((i) = 2wi((i) for some uniquely
defined LkP-section wi of N. But then
D,,,v = D,j(~2wi) = V((i2w) + J o:V((,2wi) o Js + V2 , J o du o Js
= d((,2) ® wi + (¢2Vwi + d((i2) o Js. J + (2J o Vwi o Js + 2V,,i J o u o Js
= d((2) ® wi + id((i2) X Jwi + (i2D,Jwi = (C2D,,w.
Hence D, restricted to LkP(S, NC) takes values in Lk-lP(S, A°lS ® NC). This
yields the operator DNC.
Moreover DNC is of order 1 and has the Cauchy-Riemann symbol. Hence it is of
the form DNC = ONc +RNC, where Nc is the Cauchy-Riemann operator corresponding
to the holomorphic structure on NC and RNC is the C-antilinear part of DNC.
Let vi be a local holomorphic frame of N in a neighborhood of zi. Then (i2vi is a
local frame of NC. From the C-antilinearity of R, we obtain:
R((i2i((i)) = vi = 2 R(2vi).
Since R, is a CO bundle homomorphism, then RNC is also Co outside the marked
points zi and has singularities of the form •R,, at zi. Therefore RNC is of type L°° .
Ct
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Lemma 4. If c1(E) > 3m then DNC is surjective.
Proof. By the vanishing theorem, Theorem 2, DNC is onto if cl (NC) > 2g- 2. Since
cl (Nc) = cl (N) - 2m this is the same as cl (N) > 2m + 2g- 2. Then
cl(E) = cl(TS) + cl (N) + m = 2 - 2g + cl(N) + m.
The condition cl (N) > 2m + 2g - 2 is equivalent to cl (E) > 3m. 0
3.5 The quotient operator.
Notice that F(Nc) embeds into Afc via the map of multiplication by the square of the
holomorphic section s of O(z) which vanishes at z. There is an embedding defined in
a similar way from AO,'Nc to A°'lEz/du(LkP(S A0,1S)).
Define Q = AJC/r(NC) and Q' = (AO,lE_z/du(LkP(S, A°OlS)))/A°lr(Nc).
We have the following commutative diagram
O - r(NC) c Nc Q ) 0
DNC { DeC{ Dq l
O - AO',Nc ' AO'lE_/du(LkP(S, A0 '1S)) '-- Q' o
This defines a quotient operator Dq : Q ) Q'.
Lemma 5. If cl(E) > 3m and D q is surjective then D Vc is surjective.
Proof . Let w E AO'lE_/du(Lk'P(S,A,'lS)). Then j'(w) = Dq(j(v)) for some
v E Jf c. Therefore j'(w) = j'(DN (v)) and hence j'(w - DKCv) = 0. This implies
that there exists V E A°' (N) such that w - D v = '(P). Since DNC is surjective,
there exists v E r(NC) such that DNIC = so. Therefore w-DJVCv = t'DNCJ = DNC (v)
and hence w = D(v + t(vi)). This proves our claim. C
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3.6 Surjectivity of the quotient operator.
In this section we will show that Dq is surjective.
Lemma 6. The operator Dq is surjective.
Proof. We claim that both Q and Q' are finite dimensional vector spaces and we
will present a basis for them. Therefore it is enough to show that every element in
the basis of Q' is in the image of Dq.
The first observation is that both Q and Q' are direct sums of spaces supported
at each zi.
There is a direct sum decomposition AfC = fcN )A gsing with siVg as before.
Here JA cN is the space of all sections of N which arise as the normal component of a
section of Afc. Let v and v be two local sections of E near zi, respectively normal
and tangent to the curve u(S), which do not vanish at zi and satisfy 7vi (zi) = 0
and VviT(zi) = O.
Let wi = d(i ® vN and wT = di vT, where (i is a holomorphic coordinate
centered at zi.
We claim that (C2 vN is a local frame of Nc in a neighborhood of zi. Let w E Nc,
then w = avN for some function a. Since w(zi) = 0 holomorphically then a = Cib for
some function b. Then Vw(zi) = bl 0 viN = 0 holomorphically, implying that b = (ic
for some function c. This shows that Cv/N is a local frame of NC.
Then
Q = i spanc { [fvT],[fv], f = 1 or f = ii ' or f = i +l for some 1 < v < k},
Q'= i spanc [fwT], [fw/N], f = +lr f = for some 0 < < k .
We will show surjectivity of Dq by decreasing induction on v. This is possible since
we know that v is bounded by k. Assume that for any function f which vanishes to
order at least v + 2 at zi, [fw T] and [fwvN] are in the image of Dq.
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Let g = i~' and consider [gwi] E Q'. Then
DNc + 1 (iv+,Vj = g Wi + terms which vanish to order v + 2 at zi
Applying induction, we conclude that [gwN] is in the image of Dq. Similarly for
[gwfT], [hwN] and [hwT] where h = i+1 0
3.7 Unobstructedness.
We have finally all the tools to show that deformation is unobstructed.
Theorem 3. Assume cl (E) > 3m. Then Xc is surjective implying that the deforma-
tion theory is unobstructed.
Proof . The result follows immediately from Lemmas 2, 4, 5 and 6. a
Proposition 1. The deformationof pseudoholomorphic curves in a fixed homology
class [C] inside of X, with m cuspidal points, r nodal points and passing through n
fixed prescribed points is unobstructed as long as
cl (X). [C] > 3m + n.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 3, we will just point out
the differences. Fix n distinct points x1, ... , xn E X. We want to study deformation
of tuples (u, Js, z, w) E M,U,,PS x (Sn \ An) such that u(wi) = xi.
Let E be the set of (v, i, tb) E EC x TWSn such that v(wi) + du(ibi) = 0.
Define du : LkP(S,TS) - Ew by du(v) = (du(v), -v(z), -v(w)) where v(z) =
(v(zl), ..., V(m)) and similarly for v(w).
Quotient Ew by du(Lk'P(S, TS)), obtaining Afc. As before
{v E Lk'P(S, E)lVv(zi) = O, v(wi) = 0}
du(Lkp(S, TS-w))
24
Replace Nc with Nc = N 0 0(-2z - w). Now the argument works in the same
way. °
25
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Chapter 4
Unobstructedness of deformation
of cuspidal curves with fixed
position of cusps.
4.1 Moduli space of pseudoholomorphic curves with
fixed position of cusps.
The proof of unobstructedness of deformation of cuspidal curves where now the po-
sition of the cusps is prescribed is very similar to the one in Chapter 3. Here we just
do a sketch of the proof, pointing out the differences.
Let m E N and (cl, ... , cm) an m-tuple of m distinct points on X.
Define
MJ, cusps = {(u, JS, Z) E MJ x (Sm \ Am), u(zi) = , du(z) = )  i} 
the space of pseudo-holomorphic curves with m prescribed cusp points. Then
T(u,Js,z)M J,fix cusps =
(v ,
V(zi)
JS, Z) E T(,Js)MJ x TzSm ,
= O, Vv(zi) + Vidu = 0, V i
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There is a natural action of G on MA4J,fix cusps, defined by
(u, JS, z) · = (u o g, g*(Js),g-z).
We denote by M,fix cusps = M,fix cusps/G the corresponding quotient space.
4.2 Unobstructedness.
Our goal is to study under which conditions, given a fixed J E Jx, we have an
unobstructed theory of deformation of J-holomorphic curves with m prescribed or-
dinary cusp points, r nodal points (not at fixed positions) and no other singularity.
That is, given u : (S, Js) - (X, J) a pseudoholomorphic map, with Js E g and
u(zi) = ci an ordinary cusp, we want to know when can we deform it to a nearby
pseudoholomorphic curve u': (S, J) --- (X, J) with 'u'(zi) = ci an ordinary cusp.
As before, let
A°'lE_z:= {w E Lk-lP(S, A,'lE)lw(zi).= 0}.
This is a bundle over
{(u, Js, z) E C x Tg x (Sm \ Am )lu(zi) = c, du(zi) = 0}.
Let f, be the section of A°O, E _ defined by f(u, Js, z) = du + J o du o Js. By
definition, MJfix cusps = ac (O)/G. As before we want to study the linearization of
the section afc and show it is surjective.
Let
Efc := {(v, z) E LkP(S, E) x TS m lv(zi) = 0, Vv(zi) + Vt,du = 0, Vi}.
Define
fc : Efc x T s Tg A O,1E_-z
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by
Of(v, Z, is) = Dv + J o du o Js,
Deformation is unobstructed if Ofc is surjective.
Let du denote the induced map du: LkP(S, TS) EfC.
Define
Efc { E lv(z) = 0, Vv(zi) = 0}
du(Lk(S, TS)) du (Lk(S, TS_))
Denote by p both the projections
p: Efc A jfc
and
p: A,'E_Z A°lE-_z/du(Lkp(S, A°,'S)).
There is an induced operator
DNfC ANfc A,' 1 E_/du(Lk'P (S, A0 '1S))
defined by
p o Dv = Dfc op.
Theorem 4. Assume cl (E) > 3m. Then qfc is surjective.
Proof. As before one can easily show that if DV fc is surjective then fc is surjective.
We will see that this is the case if cl(E) > 3m.
We have the following commutative diagram
o - , r(Nc) AIC 0o
DNC DfC Dfqt
O - AO,lNc ' AOlE_ /du(LkP(S, A0 1S)) -- , ' - 0
The difference between Q and Q (see Lemma 6) is that f = 1 is no longer allowed.
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Moreover, Q' coincides with Q'. Since we never used f = 1 in the proof of Lemma 6,
then we still have that Df q is surjective. Since cl(E) > 3m, then DNC is surjective by
Theorem 2. This implies that DNfc is surjective. o
Proposition 2. The deformation of pseudoholomorphic curves in a fixed homology
class [C] inside of X, with m prescribed cuspidal points, r nodal points (not prescribed)
and passing through n fixed prescribed points is unobstructed as long as
cl(X) [C] > 3m + n.
Proof. Similar to Proposition 1 and Theorem 4. a
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Chapter 5
Unobstructedness of deformation
of curves with fixed position of
cusps and tacnodes and fixed
tangencies.
5.1 Moduli space of pseudoholomorphic curves with
fixed position of cusps and tacnodes and fixed
tangencies.
Let m, v E N and (cl,...,Cm) (respectively (tl, ... ,t,)) an m-tuple (respectively an
v-tuple) of m (respectively v) distinct points on X. Let Li E TciX, i = 1,...,m
and L E TtX, i = 1,..., v, where the Li's (respectively Li's) are non-zero tangent
vectors.
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Define
AM J,fix cusps/tac/tan = 
(U, J, Z, , X') MJ x (S \ m) x (S2 \ 2v),
u(zi) = ci, du(zi) = 0, d2u(zi) = AiLi,
u(xi) = u(x') = ti, du(xi) = ALx, du(zx) = XILR,
for some Ai E T* S®2 ® C, Ai E TS C, M E TS 0
the space of pseudo-holomorphic curves with m prescribed cusp points, v prescribed
tacnodes and prescribed tangencies. Its tangent space at (u, Js, z, x, x') is formed by
the set of (v, Js, , , ') belonging to the obvious spaces and verifying
v(Zi) = O, prN(V2v(zi) + Vtd 2u) = 0,
where prN is the projection TciX -. TX/span(Li, JLi) to the normal direction at
the cusp and
v(xi) + du(i)' = v(x') + du(x') = 0,
prN(Vv(xi) + Vjdu) = prN(VV(X) + V'du) = 0.
where prN also denotes the projection map TtX TtiX/span(LI , JL ).
5.2 Unobstructedness.
Let
w E Lk-lP(S,A°,lE)Iw(zi) = O,
AprN(Vw(zi)) = O, prN(w(xi)) = prN(w(xi)) = 0}
This is a bundle over
(u, Js, z,x, X') E C x ¶g x (Sm \ am ) x (S2v \ A2 )Iu(z) = C.,
du(zi) = 0, d2U(zi) = XiLi, u(xi) = u(x') = ti,
du(xi) = ML', du(x') = A'L', for some Ai, A', ' J
--)i i, -- "i -,i
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Let 'fcttan be the section of A0 'l E' Z-x -, defined by
Ufcttan(U, Js, z, x, x') = du + J o du o Js.
By definition, MJ,fix cusps/tac/tan = 'fcttan(O)/G. As before we want to study the
linearization of the section fcttan and show it is surjective.
Let
(v,,
Efc ttan =
2, x, x') E Lk'P(S, E) x TzSm x TxSV x Tx,Slv(zi) = 0,
Vv(zi) + Vtidu = 0, prN(V2v(zt) + Vjd 2u) = 0,
v(xi) + du(i) = v(x) + dU(di) = 0,
prN(Vv(xi) + Vt,du) = prN(Vv(z) + V±'du) = O
Define
- .- .fttan : Efcttan x .jrsI'g -- A l E'" ...~ . . .. .L--z--x-Xt
by
Ofcttan(V, Z  Js) = Dv + J o du o Js,
As before, our goal is to show that Ofcttan is surjective.
Let du denote the induced map du : Lk'P(S, TS) ) Efcttan, defined by
du(w) = (du(w), -w(z), -w(x), -w(x')),
where w(z) = (w(z),..., w(z,)) and similarly for w(x) and w(x'). Define
A rfcttan -
Jv -
Efcttan
du(LkP(S, TS))
It follows that A/fcttan is isomorphic to the space of v E E verifying
v(Zi) = v(xi) = v(x') = ,
Vv(zi) = 0, prN (Vv(xi)) = prN (Vv(xi)) = 0,
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pr N(V2v(zi)) = 0
quotiented by du(Lk'P(S, TSzx_,)).
Denote by p both the projections
p: Efcttan A) pVfcttan
and
p: A° lZtz_x_ . , Al El'zx_,/ du(LkP(S, A0'IS)).
There is an induced operator
DAfcttan .fcttan , AOlElzx-,/ldu(LkP(S, A°'1S))
defined by
p o Dv Dfcttan p.
Let NfcttaI = N ® O(-3z - 2x - 2x').
Theorem 5. Assume cl (E) > 4m + 4v. Then ffcttan is surjective.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorems 3 and 4 and therefore will not
be reproduced here. It follows from the fact that if cl (E) > 4m + 4ji then DNfcttan is
surjective by Theorem 2. 0
Proposition 3. The deformation of pseudoholomorphic curves in a fixed homology
class [C] inside of X, with m prescribed cuspidal points, v prescribed tacnodes, pre-
scribed tangencies, r nodal points (not prescribed) and passing through n fixed pre-
scribed points is unobstructed as long as
cl(X) [C] > 4m + 4v + n.
Proof. Proceed as in Proposition 1 and Theorem 5. a
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Chapter 6
The cycle topology for
pseudoholomorphic curves.
This section is based on section 5 of [Sh3].
Let X be a 4-dimensional symplectic manifold and C a compact nodal curve with
smooth boundary. Let u: C , X be a LkP-smooth map up to the boundary. Let
J be an almost complex structure on X.
Let Z 2(X) = Cc(X, A2X)* be the space of 2-currents on X. Here the star denotes
the dual space.
Definition 6. The cycle u[C] associated with the map u: C - X is the current
whose pairing with a smooth 2-form w is equal to
(u[C], ) := j u*w.
If u is J-holomorphic for some almost complex structure J on X, we say that
u[C] is a J-holomorphic curve in X. We denote by supp(u[C]) := u(C) the support
of u[C].
We say that u[C] is non-multiple if it can be represented by a non-multiple pseu-
doholomorphic map v: C ) X.
A sequence of cycles u,[Cn] converges to a cycle u,[C] if (un[Cn], w) converges
to (uo[C], w) for all smooth 2-forms w on X. We will briefly recall some standard
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facts about the cycle topology.
Facts:
i Let (C, u) and (C', u') be two closed J-holomorphic curves over X where J is
an almost complex structure on X. Assume both C and C' are parameterized
by the same closed surface S, (C, u) contains no multiple or ghost components
(a component where u is constant) and the associated cycles u[C] and u[C']
coincide. Then (C, u) and (C', u') are equivalent, that is, there exists a diffeo-
morphism A: C ) C' so that u = u' o A;
ii) Let Jn be a sequence of continuous almost complex structures on X converging
to an almost complex structure Ja on X in the C°-topology. Let (Cn, un) be
a sequence of stable J,-holomorphic closed curves over X which converges to
(C., J.) in the Gromov topology. Then un[Cn] also converges to u, [C,,] in
.the cycle topology;
iii) Let J, J, (Cn, un) and (Ca, ua) as before. Assume that un[Cn] converges to
ua[Ca] in the cycle topology, ,n and C are all parameterized by the same
surface S, (C, ua) contains no multiple or ghost components and J is C1 -
smooth. Then (Cn, un) converges to (C,, ua) in the Gromov topology.
Remember the definition of a stable curve. Let u : C ) X be J-holomorphic.
We say that (C, u) is a stable curve over (X, J) if whenever C' is a closed component
of C (i.e., a normalization of a irreducible component of C with marked points cor-
responding to the nodal points) such that u is constant on C', then there exists only
finitely many biholomorphisms of C' which preserve the marked points of C.
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Chapter 7
Local symplectic isotopy problem
for cuspidal curves.
7.1 Local symplectic isotopy problem.
Let B be the unit ball in R4 with the standard symplectic form wt. Let JO be a
wt-tame almost complex structure.
Let Co C B be a connected J-holomorphic curve in B with a isolated singularity
at 0 E B and without multiple components. Assume in addition that the boundary
Co is transverse to aB. This implies in particular that aCo is smoothly embedded in
OB.
Local symplectic isotopy problem. Let J1 and J2 be two wt-tamed almost com-
plex structures in B sufficiently close to Jo in the CO°a-topology outside a small ball
containing 0 and everywhere in the C°-topology.
For i = 1,2, let Ci be a Ji-holomorphic curve sufficiently close to Co with re-
spect to the cycle topology, with nodal points and ordinary cusp points and no other
singularities. Assume C1 and C2 are both connected, have no multiple components,
have the same number of irreducible components and the same number of cuspidal
and nodal points in each irreducible component.
Goal: Show that C1 and C2 are symplectic isotopic.
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Remark 7. Notice that we did not fix the position of the cusps.
Remark 8. If necessary by shrinking the ball B to a smaller ball B' and considering
the curve obtained from Co n B' by taking only the irreducible components of Co n B'
which contain 0, we can assume that all the irreducible components of Co are disks.
When doing this shrinking, we choose the radius of the ball B' in such a way that Co
is transverse to its boundary. From now on, we will assume that all components of
Co are disks and that Co is transverse to OB.
Theorem 9. Let Co, C1 and C2 as above. Assume C1 and C2 have only one ordinary
cusp and nodal points. Then C1 and C2 are symplectic isotopic and the isotopy can
be chosen to stay sufficiently close to Co in the cycle topology.
Corollary 1. Let Jo be an wt-tamed almost complex structure on B. Let Co be
a non-multiple J-holomorphic curve in B. Let J1 and J2 be two wt-tamed almost
complex structures sufficiently close to Jo in the Ct,"-topology outside any small ball
containing any singular point of Co and in the C°-topology everywhere. Let Ci be a
Ji-holomorphic curve, for i = 1, 2, sufficiently close to Co in the cycle topology, with
only nodes and cusps and at most one ordinary cusp near each singular point of Co.
Assume that C1 and C2 have the same topology and the same number of cusps near
each singular point of Co. Then C1 and C2 are symplectic isotopic and the isotopy
can be chosen to stay sufficiently close to Co in the cycle topology.
Proof. (of the Corollary) Let sl,...,sp be the singular points of Co. Choose r
sufficiently small so that sj is not contained in the ball of radius r, Br(si), centered
at si, for all j :$ i. Moreover choose r generic so that Co is transverse to Br(si) for
all i. We can furthermore assume that all components of Co n Br(si) are disks.
Assume C1 and C2 have one ordinary cusp (and nodes) near si, by Theorem 9,
C1 n Br(si) is symplectic isotopic to C2 Br(si), for all i = 1,.. ., p, with an isotopy
that stays sufficiently close to Co n Br(si) in the cycle topology. If C1 and C2 are
smooth near si, the existence of isotopy follows from the result of Shevchishin [Sh3].
Over U = B \ (Ui Br(si)), Co, C1, C2 all have the same topology, i.e. they are all
parametrized by a same surface with boundary S. Let u0 : S - U be a parametriza-
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tion of Co. Then by hypothesis it is injective. Therefore any map u' : S - U close
enough to uo and mapping OS to OU defines an embedded symplectic curve. Therefore
we can interpolate between a parametrization ul: S - U of C1 and a parametriza-
tion U2 : S - U of C2 in the desired manner. Now use cut-off functions to glue this
isotopy to the isotopies constructed inside the Br(si)'s. [
7.2 Auxiliary results.
We will now return to the situation of Theorem 9.
Let Co,j, j = 1, ... , be the irreducible components of Co. Choose a parametriza-
tion uj: Aj - B for each irreducible component Co,j, where Aj is the unit disk.
Suppose in addition that uj is LkP-smooth up to the boundaries.
Let A be the disjoint union of the Aj and define u: A - B as uj = uj. We
then obtain a parameterizations of Co.
We will use the next three theorems to prove Theorem 9.
Theorem 10. [Mi-Wh] Let X2 n be a manifold of dimc X = n, J an almost complex
structure on X of class C2, u: S - X a J-holomorphic map, x E X. Suppose that
for any y E X sufficiently close to x, u-' (y) is finite. Then there exists a neighborhood
U of x, V C Cn of 0 and a Cl-diffeomorphism : U , V with p. (Jx) = Jst, such
that W(u(S) n U) is a proper analytic curve in V.
Theorem 11. Let Co be as before and assume that Jo = Jst is integrable. Let Cn be a
sequence of Jn-holomorphic curves, with the same number of irreducible components,
the same number of nodal points and with one ordinary cusp yn E Cn. Assume that
C, converges to Co in the cycle topology and Jn converges to Jo in the Ct, -topology
outside a small ball around 0 and everywhere in the CO-topology. For n sufficiently
large, Cn is symplectic isotopic to a holomorphic curve Cn°1 with one cusp point, at
the same point yn and with the same tangency as the one of Cn.
Moreover, as we will see in the proof, we can assume CO'° to be the intersection
of B with an algebraic curve Cnho° l of large degree, such that the components of hol n
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(CP2 \ B) are all disks and intersect each other transversely.
Theorem 12. [Ka] Let pN be the projective space of all degree d plane curves and
V(d, 6, m) the subvariety of PN consisting of all reduced and irreducible curves of
genus g, with 6 nodes and m cusps. Then V(d, 6, m) is irreducible if
m < (d + 1) - g.
7.3 Proof of local symplectic isotopy for cuspidal
curves.
In this section we will prove Theorem 9, assuming Theorem 11 to hold.
By Theorem 10, exists a Cl-diffeomorphism defined on a small neighborhood Br(0)
of 0, p: Br(O) ) Br(O) with p(O) 0=- 0 io.(Jo(O)) = Jt and such that Vo(Co) is a
Jst-holomorphic curve. If necessary by shrinking the ball B we can therefore assume
that J is the standard complex structure Jt, by replacing all the objects involved
by their image by p.
Let Cn be a sequence as in Theorem 11. Then assuming Theorem 11, we know
that for n sufficiently large, Cn is symplectic isotopic to a holomorphic curve C h °l.
We can assume C h °' to be the intersection of B with an algebraic curve Chol of large
degree, such that the components of nh ol n (CP2 \ B) are all disks and intersect each
other transversely.
Moreover, if necessary by smoothing some nodal points outside B, we can assume
nhol to be irreducible. We therefore conclude by Theorem 12 that for n sufficiently
large, all Cnh °l are isotopic to each other. It follows that all the Cn's are symplectic
isotopic for all n sufficiently large.
This implies Theorem 9. Indeed, assume there exists non-isotopic pairs (C1, C2 )
arbitrarily close to Co. Then there exists a sequence C, of holomorphic curves
verifying the conditions of Theorem 11, converging to Co, with Cn not isotopic to
Cn+l for arbitrarily large n. This contradicts Theorem 11.
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This finishes the proof of Theorem 9.
7.4 Proof of Theorem 11.
We will now start the proof of Theorem 11. We will do the proof as long as possible
for the case when Cn has m cusp points, with the same number of cusp points in each
irreducible component.
Let 6 be the nodal number of Co in 0. This is the number of nodes of a generic
perturbation of Co as a holomorphic map from A to B. This generic perturbation
only has nodes as singularities and the nodal number of Co in 0 will be the number
of nodes of this generic perturbation.
If 6 = 0 then all the C~ are smooth, since they are both close to Co in the cycle
topology. The result them follows from [Sh3]. Suppose 6 > 1. We will proceed by
induction.
We can therefore assume that the claim of the theorem holds for all curves which
satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem and have a nodal number strictly less than 6.
We saw that Theorem 11 implies Theorem 9 and Corollary 1. Therefore we can also
assume that the claim of Theorem 9 and Corollary 1 holds for all curves satisfying
the conditions stated there and with nodal number strictly less than 6.
7.4.1 Extension of the curves to CP2.
Lemma 7. Let Co, Cn, Jo and J, as in Theorem 11. Then there exists curves Co
and C, in CP2 with the following properties:
i) There exists a large integer d so that Co is a holomorphic rational curve with
each irreducible component of degree d. Moreover, Co n B is e(d)-close to Co,
where (d) is a function of d that converges to 0 as d -- oo. Furthermore, Co
has a singular point at 0 with same nodal number J and extra nodes outside B
as its only singularities;
ii) There exists extensions C, to CP 2 of Cn such that C, converges to Co in the
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cycle topology and the only singularities of Cn, besides those of Cn, are nodes
contained in CP2 \ B;
iii) There exists almost complex structures J Ct,c-smooth, that coincide with Jn
in a ball with smaller radius such that Jn converges to Jo in the C°-topology
everywhere and in the Ct a-topology everywhere outside a small ball around 0.
Moreover, Cn is Jn-holomorphic.
Proof . Embed B in CP2 in the standard way so that Jst becomes the standard
integrable structure, still denoted by Jst. Extend w to a global symplectic form on
CP2 , still denoted by w, taming Jt.
Let Co,j, j = 1, . . ., be the irreducible components of Co. Consider parameteri-
zations uo,j : Aj - B of Co,j with Uo,j (0) = 0. We know that such parameterizations
do exist from the assumptions made in Remark 8. Consider the Taylor polynomial
uO,j,d (at 0) of degree d, with d chosen high enough and always much larger than 6,
so that uo,j,d is non-multiple. This is always possible for dsufficiently high.
We can therefore view u,j,d as an algebraic map u3 (dropping 0 and d to simplify
the notation) from CP1 = S2 to CP2 . Making a (nodal) generic perturbation iij of
U-j, which vanishes to high order at 0, we obtain the desired curve Co c P2 , as the
union of the images i1j(S2). By construction, the extension Co has the properties
stated in the Lemma.
By the assumptions made in Remark 8 we can assume that Co is transverse to the
boundary of B, S3 . That is, we assume that the angle between TCo and the tangent
plane to the sphere S3, at any point of the boundary of Co, is bounded from below.
Since Cn is close to Co with respect to the cycle topology, for n sufficiently large,
then the intersections Co n S3 and Cn n S 3 are also close to each other. In particular,
this means that the boundaries of Co and Cn are all similar. We now construct the
extensions Cn of Cn by gluing Cn with the portion of Co outside the ball B, using a
cut-off function near the sphere S3. This requires us to change the almost complex
structures Jn near S3 but this perturbation can be chosen small. We then obtain
almost complex structures Jn, defined in all of CP2, such that Cn is Jn-holomorphic
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and J, = n in a smaller ball around 0.
7.4.2 Constraints.
Let Cn,j, j = 1, v be the irreducible components to Cn. As n - oo, Cnj converges
in the cycle topology to a union of components of Co.
By assumption, all the Cn have the same number of irreducible components and
the same number of cusp points in each irreducible component. Let yn be the points
where C, has cusps. Let mj be the number of cusp points of Cn contained in Cn,j.
For each j = 1, ... , v, let dj be the degree of Cn,j. Fix a tuple of 3dj - 1 - 4mj
generic points {xJ} in the portion of Co which is the limit of Cn,j. For each j there
exists tuples of 3dj -- I -- 4mj generic points {x?} in Cn,j, converging to {x}. Let
{n}= u{x/}.
By generic we mean the following. Let Sn,j be the normalization of Cn,j and Sn =
USn,j. Let S' be any (possibly disconnected) surface with number of components
bounded by the number of components of Co, which either is Sn or can be obtained
as a degeneration of Sn. Let D be the total degree of Cn. We require that the moduli
space
M Jn,zx,cusps, tacnodes (S', X, D')
of Jn-holomorphic curves of degree D with normalization S', with m prescribed cusp
points and/or tacnodes with fixed tangencies and some nodal points, passing through
Xn is a (possibly empty) complex manifold of the expected dimension. Similarly for
Co, Jo and x0 .
We also require that to have a worse singularity at one of the prescribed cusp points
or a singularity worse than a node at any other point imposes a positive codimension.
Notice that this is the maximum number of points we can fix and still have unob-
structedness of deformation of C,j with prescribed position of cusps and tangencies.
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7.4.3 Deformation of Cn.
Fix a sequence of generic homotopies of almost complex structures J(t), with t E
[0, 1]. We will assume that all the almost complex structures in this homotopy are of
class C ' a' and that the homotopy depends C,'a-smoothly on t. Moreover, we will fix
such a homotopy with the following properties:
Jn(O)= Jn;
* for some small eo > 0, Jn(t) = Jst in B, for all t E [1 - eo, 1];
* Jn(t) converges to Jo when n goes to infinity, in the CO-topology, uniformly in
t E [0, 1];
Our goal is to deform continuously Cn inside a family of Jn(t)-holomorphic curves
to a curve which is holomorphic over B, in such a way that we preserve the isotopy
class. Since in particular we want to control the local symplectic isotopy class, we
ill impose that the curves in the family all lie sufficiently.close to Co in the cycle
topology. We denote by distcyde the cycle distance.
Let An be the set of t' E [0,1] such that for all t < t' there exists a J(t)-
holomorphic curve Cn,t with the following properties:
a) C,t has m singular points, which are either cusps or self-tangencies at y, and
with the same tangencies as the cusps of Cn;
b) Cn,t passes through xn;
c) distcycle(Cn,t, Co) < .
d) There exists a curve CTsmo, arbitrarily close to C,,t in the cycle topology, with
the following properties. CT to has only m ordinary cusp points in the prescribed
points and with the prescribed tangencies and r nodes in B. Moreover, Csmo is
symplectic isotopic to Cn.
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7.4.4 First limit case.
Let t+ = sup An. Our goal is to show that t+ = 1 for all n > 1. Assume t + < I for
some n.
Let t be an increasing sequence converging to t+ . By construction, there exists
Jn,t,-holomorphic curves C,,t, with the properties a)-d). In particular all Cn,t are
homologous to Co.
Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that Cn,t, converges to a
Jn(t+)-holomorphic curve C+ in the cycle topology, by Gromov's compactness theo-
rem.
By construction, distyce(C +, Co) < E and therefore C + is sufficiently close to Co,
with respect to the cycle topology. Consequently, near each nodal point of Co there
is exactly one nodal point of C' +.
By construction C+ still has cusp points or self-tangencies in the prescribed posi-
tions, with prescribed tangencies. We claim that C+ has no singular point with nodal
number greater or equal than 6. Assume it does.
By the definition of cycle topology
#(components of C,+) < #(components of Co).
By the genus formula
0 = [C °] 2 1 [C0] + #(components of Co) - 6 - #(nodes of Co outside B).
Let g denote the genus of the j-th irreducible component of C+ . Let 6(C+ ) be
the total nodal number of Cn+ minus the number of nodes of Ca+ outside B. Then
E - [C ]2 - C [Co] + #(components of C+) - (Cn+)
2
- #(nodes of C+ outside B)
= #(components of C+) - #(components of Co) + 6 - 6(C+ )
+ #(nodes of Co outside B) - #(nodes of C+ outside B) < 0.
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Notice that the number of nodes outside B is the same for both curves. Hence
= 0 for all j. Notice that
#(components of Co) > #(components of Cn) > #(components of C+) - g+.
(7.1)
The first inequality is because Co is more singular than C,, the second inequality
comes from the genericity. In fact the number of constrain xn is
3D - #(components of C) - 4m
which has to be less or equal than the dimension of the corresponding moduli space
dim M(C+) = 3D - #(components of C) + -i+- 4m.
This implies that the number of components of Cr, Cn and Co coincide by (7.1).
Since Cn+ passes through all the xn and has prescribed cusps and tangencies, then
C,+ belongs to a moduli space of dimension 0, since
#{xn} = 3D - #(components of C,) - 4m.
To have a singularity with nodal number greater or equal to other than the
required ordinary cusps or tacnodes is of positive codimension. This contradicts the
genericity of the path Jn(t).
This argument does not exclude C+ from having an ordinary cusp or an ordinary
tacnode at one of the m prescribed points. However, if > 2, then all the singularities
of C,+ are simpler than those of Co. Therefore we can apply induction to C+.
If = 1 then C + cannot have a tacnode, which has nodal number 2 at one
of the prescribed cusp points, since (C+) = . So the worst singularity that C +
can have at the prescribed cusp points is an ordinary cusp. By unobstructedness of
deformation, we can continue the deformation Cn,t for some t > t +, which contradicts
the maximality of t +. This means that we don't need to worry about the case of
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6=1.
Assume = 2. The next case to analyze is when 6 = 2 and Co has a tacnode at
the origin. In this case, the domain of Co is two disks while the domain of C, is one
cylinder, since it has a cusp by hypothesis. But we have proved before that all Co,
Cn and C, should have the same number of components. We conclude therefore that
in this case C + cannot have a singularity with 6 = 2. So we can exclude this case.
In the case when Co has nodal number = 2 at 0 but 0 is not a tacnode, it follows
immediately that all the singularities of C+ are simpler than those of Co.
We therefore conclude that we can apply induction to C,+, in all the relevant cases.
7.4.5 Existence of a partial smoothing.
Proposition 4. There exists a partial smoothing of C+, C'+,mO°, with the same cusps
and tangencies than Cm, r nodes and no other singular point inside B. Moreover,
Cn+,mo can be chosen to be pseudoholomorphic with respect to a small perturbation of
Jn,t and arbitrarily close to Cn+.
Proof. By construction, C+ may have self-tangencies or cusp points or one or more
of the cusps of Ci+ may have degenerated to a worst singularity or to a self-tangency.
The first case is when Cn+ has an extra singular point inside B, not specifically a
cusp or a node. Do a local smoothing, by first perturbing it to a collection of nearby
nodes and then smoothing the nodes. Notice that we do change the almost complex
structure in this process but the change can be as small as we want to.
The second case is when C,+ has a worse, non-immersed point at a cusp point
of Cn. Then by unobtructedness of deformation, we can deform it to a curve with
only one ordinary cusp, if necessary by moving to a nearby generic almost complex
structure. The reason why is that curves with only ordinary cusps are dense in the
space of curves with cusps, if we allow the almost complex structures to vary.
The third case is when C + has a tacnode at a cusp point of C,. In that case we
do a "smoothing" back to a cusp, using the following local models. Using Theorem
10, we have that local model for an ordinary tacnode is y 2 = x 4 + o(x4), in complex
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coordinates x, y. Replace this local model by y2 = ex 3 + x4 + o(x4 ) and use a cut-
off function to glue this new local model to the rest of the curve. In particular, we
need to perturb slightly the almost complex structure but again we can make this
perturbation as small as we want.
The fourth and last case is when C + has an immersed singularity worse then a
tacnode at a cusp point of Cn. Again, use a density argument to conclude that we
can isotope that self-tangency to a tacnode, by changing slightly the almost complex
structure. Then proceed as before.
Using all of this constructions, we obtain C+,smo o
7.4.6 Consequences of the existence of a partial smoothing.
Let C+,Smo be the curve given by Proposition 4.
We can apply the induction hypothesis and Corollary 1 to the curves C+, c+,smo
and Cn,t,-h for a small h. We then conclude that the curve C7,,smO is symplectic
isotopic to eCn in B.
Let u+ : Sn+ - CP2 be a normal parametrization of C+. This means that Sn+ is a
Riemann surface, possibly not connected, u+[S+] = C+, u+ is Jn(t)-holomorphic and
LkP-smooth up to boundary, the restriction of u+ to every connected component of
S+ is non-multiple and the number of boundary circles of S+ is as small as possible.
Denote by Yn,i, i = 1,..., m, the cusp points of Cn. Then u,+(S+) has singularities at
Yn,i, either non-immersed (cusps) or self-tangencies.
Consider the relative moduli space
-Mcusps,self-tangencies (S, Cp2, Jn' Xn)
of Jn(t)-holomorphic curves which are parameterized by S+, are in the same homol-
ogy class [Co], pass through the fixed points xn and have either non-immersed points
or self-tangencies at Yn,i. This space is non-empty since it contains (C+,t+). By
unobstructedness of deformation there exists some tj+ + > tn+ such that we can con-
struct a path of J(t)-holomorphic curves Cn+ Mcusps,self-tangencies(Sn+, C 2, Jnx n )
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for t E [t+, t++], starting at C'.
Then there exists curves C+,Smo constructed as in Proposition 4, from C+, which
will have prescribed ordinary cusp points at Yn,i and prescribed tangencies, r nodes
and no other singular point in B. This is because the construction of Proposition 4
works for families of curves depending on the parameter t and yields smoothings that
are mutually symplectically isotopic.
By construction, these will be symplectic isotopic to Cn over B.
If additionally we have
distcycle(C+, Co) < 
then also distcyce(C+t, Co) < for all t E [t+ , t++], which contradicts the maximality
of t +.
7.4.7 Second limit case.
Thus we can assume istcycle(C+, Co) = E for every n. Then for every n we can fix
t' E [0, t +] and a J,tn-holomorphic curve Cn,tn which has the properties a)-d) and
satisfies the additional condition
2 < distcycle(Cn,t;, Co) < .
Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that Cn,t, converges to a
J-holomorphic curve C' in the cycle topology. But then
2 < distcycle(C', Co) < E.2 -
From now on we assume that m = 1.
We claim that C' has no singular point with nodal number greater or equal than
6. Assume it does. Then as before we can conclude that all the components of C' are
rational and in the same number as the components of Co.
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Since C' passes through x0 then we have
3D - #(components of Cn) - 4
constraints.
Notice that the curve C' is constrained to have a cusp or a self-tangency at the
origin, with a prescribed tangency.
By dimension count, C' has no singular point with nodal number greater or equal
than 6 as long as 6 > 2.
If 6 = 1 then C' has an ordinary cusp at the origin. But then Cn is symplectic
isotopic to a holomorphic curve with one cusp, which is exactly what we wanted, by
unbstructedness of deformation at C'. Assume that 6 = 2 and Co has a tacnode at
the origin. Since the number of components of C, and C' have to be equal this leads
us to a contradiction. In the case when Co has nodal number 2 at the origin but it is
not a tacnode, we can again applyinduction if C! has a tacnode.
By induction hypothesis and Corollary 1; a holomorphic curve obtained from C'
by smoothing to a curve with one 'ordinary cusp is symplectic isotopic to C, over B.
But C' n B is holomorphic. This concludes the proof of Theorem 11.
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Chapter 8
Global isotopy
Let X = CJP2 and JO be an wt-tame almost complex structure.
Theorem 13. Let Co be any irreducible rational Jo-holomorphic of degree d in CP2
with m ordinary cusp points and nodes as its only singularities such that d > m.
Then Co is symplectic isotopic to a holomorphic curve.
Proof. Fix a generic path J(t) of wst-tamed almost complex structures connecting
J0 and Jst. Fix 3d- 1 - 3m generic points x in Co. Denote by yl , ... , y the ordinary
cusp points of Co.
Let A be the set of t' E [0, 1] so that for all t < t' there exists a J(t)-irreducible
curve Ct with prescribed cusp points at yl,..., ym that pass through x and is sym-
plectically isotopic to Co.
A is open by unobstructedness of deformation. Let's see it is closed. Let t = sup A
and t, be an increasing sequence converging to t. Fix curves Cn with the properties
above. Notice that all Cn are in the same homology class.
Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that Cn converges to a curve
C, which will have prescribed cusps at y, ... , Ym.
Write C = E Ci for i = 1, ... , N, where the Ci's are not necessarily distinct. We
claim that N = 1. Let di be the degree of Ci and mi the number of cusps in the
component Ci. Then d = E di and m = E mi. In fact, none of the cusps can become
a tacnode or a worst self-intersection by dimension reasons.
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By genericity of J(t) we can have at most
ki < 3di - 1 - 3mi
fixed points in each component Ci. This is because Ci has genus 0 and by genericity
of J(t) the moduli space of degree di rational J(t)-curves with mi cusps at prescribed
points has dimension 3di - 1 - 3mi. So overall we can have at most
k < 3d - N - 3m
fixed points. Since C passes through x then we need to have at least 3d - 1 - 3m
points. Therefore N = 1 implying that C is irreducible.
Since the position of the cusps is fixed, they cannot collide and disappear. More-
over, they cannot degenerate to an worst singularity since we are dealing with genus
zero curves and we have fixed the maximum number of constraints, in a generic way.
There cannot appear any new unwanted singularities, for the same reason. Finally,
the number of nodes remains constant by conservation of the nodal number.
Hence A is closed, implying that A = [0, 1]. This implies that Co is symplectic
isotopic to a holomorphic curve. O
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